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A Brief History of History Jul 20 2021
A Brief History of the Book: From Tablet to Tablet Jun 30 2022 This book leads readers through an intriguing examination how books
began and have evolved through history, and explores where future technologies may lead them. From ancient clay tablet and scrolls to
medieval manuscripts and printed books to personal computers and iPads, this guide examines the fascinating history of books from
4000 BCE to the present. At each step of this evolution, technologies are examined and evaluated to show how these ideas are present
from the very beginning of written communication. Moving chronologically from the ancient world to the present, the book shows how
written communication media evolved from cuneiform to the Kindle. Focusing on key technologies and vital periods of historical
transition, it traces an evolution that elucidates the history of the written word, at each step examining and evaluating such aspects of
technologies as memory capacity, readability and writability, durability, recyclability, information security, ease and mode of access,
and cost. Additional attention is paid to how these technologies were made, how they were circulated, and who was reading them.
Provides faculty and students with a brief but fascinating and engagingly written textbook Includes hands-on activities and course
assignments that encourage student learning Features interesting factoids and illustrations, making this book useful as a text, as a
professional guide, or for pleasure reading
A Brief History of Mathematical Thought Aug 09 2020
A Brief History of Computing Aug 01 2022 This lively and fascinating text traces the key developments in computation – from 3000
B.C. to the present day – in an easy-to-follow and concise manner. Topics and features: ideal for self-study, offering many pedagogical
features such as chapter-opening key topics, chapter introductions and summaries, exercises, and a glossary; presents detailed
information on major figures in computing, such as Boole, Babbage, Shannon, Turing, Zuse and Von Neumann; reviews the history of
software engineering and of programming languages, including syntax and semantics; discusses the progress of artificial intelligence,
with extension to such key disciplines as philosophy, psychology, linguistics, neural networks and cybernetics; examines the impact on
society of the introduction of the personal computer, the World Wide Web, and the development of mobile phone technology; follows the
evolution of a number of major technology companies, including IBM, Microsoft and Apple.
A Brief History of the Western World Aug 21 2021 This text presents a comprehensive view of the development of Western civilization
in a book that is half the size of conventional survey texts. This book, which pioneered the brief format and is the only one of its kind
that is not an abridgment of a longer book, makes convenient reading for students in survey courses and enables instructors to assign
supplementary materials without overburdening student time or budgets. With its broad coverage of political, social, cultural and
religious themes, "A Brief History of the Western World" lends itself to many different instructional approaches.
A Brief History of Thought Nov 04 2022 THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER From the timeless wisdom of ancient Greece
through to Christianity, the Enlightenment, existentialism and postmodernism, A Brief History of Thought brilliantly and accessibly
explains the enduring teachings of philosophy – including its profound relevance in today’s world as well as its essential role in
achieving happiness and living a meaningful life. This lively journey through the great thinkers challenges every one of us to learn to
think for ourselves and asks us the most important question of all: how can we live better?
A Brief History of Now Oct 23 2021 Exploring the rise and fall of global power from the mid-nineteenth century, this book tracks the
long and interrelated trajectories of the most serious challenges facing the world today. Although at first the urgency of the coronavirus
outbreak in 2020 seemed to take precedence over other global problems such as socioeconomic inequality and climate change, it has
ultimately exacerbated these issues and created opportunities to address them boldly and innovatively. A Brief History of Now provides
a bird’s-eye view of world hegemony, economic globalization and political regimes as they have evolved and developed over the last two
hundred years, providing context and insights into the forces which have shaped the Western world. Presented in an accessible and
engaging narrative, the book addresses key contemporary challenges and explores the repercussions of a technological revolution, the
potential instability of democracy over the coming years, and the urgent struggle to tackle climate change. With his book, Diego Olstein
helps to answer pressing questions about our world today and provides a roadmap for analysing future trajectories.
Lines Mar 04 2020 What do walking, weaving, observing, storytelling, singing, drawing and writing have in common? The answer is
that they all proceed along lines. In this extraordinary book Tim Ingold imagines a world in which everyone and everything consists of

interwoven or interconnected lines and lays the foundations for a completely new discipline: the anthropological archaeology of the
line. Ingold’s argument leads us through the music of Ancient Greece and contemporary Japan, Siberian labyrinths and Roman roads,
Chinese calligraphy and the printed alphabet, weaving a path between antiquity and the present. Drawing on a multitude of disciplines
including archaeology, classical studies, art history, linguistics, psychology, musicology, philosophy and many others, and including
more than seventy illustrations, this book takes us on an exhilarating intellectual journey that will change the way we look at the world
and how we go about in it. This Routledge Classics edition includes a new preface by the author.
A Brief History of Justice Jul 08 2020 A Brief History of Justice traces the development of the idea of justice from the ancient world
until the present day, with special attention to the emergence of the modern idea of social justice. An accessible introduction to the
history of ideas about justice Shows how complex ideas are anchored in ordinary intuitions about justice Traces the emergence of the
idea of social justice Identifies connections as well as differences between distributive and corrective justice Offers accessible, concise
introductions to the thought of several leading figures and schools of thought in the history of philosophy
A Brief History of Psychology Jun 26 2019 This brief, inexpensive text offers great flexibility in teaching the history of psychology.
Used as a stand-alone text or with readers, this engaging book is noted for its analysis of the scientific and philosophical emergence of
the field as well as its coverage of contemporary psychology and emerging areas. Readers appreciate the book's balanced coverage of
experimental, applied, and clinical psychology, as well as the clear and succinct presentation of the field's major events and schools of
thought. The sixth edition features an expanded pedagogical program with bolded terms, a complete glossary, more illustrations, and
web-based instructional materials including PowerPoints, a test bank, discussion questions, and more. Special emphasis has also been
placed on the role of the American Psychological Association (APA) in the history of psychology. Extensively updated throughout, the
sixth edition features: A revised final chapter with a current analysis of the state of the field, including the growth of the APA as well as
specialized organizations that promote the science and profession of psychology, and the push to influence policies that address global
challenges, such as environmental sustainability, intergroup conflict, health disparities, and the population explosion. A discussion of
the growth in the number and role of women and ethnic minorities in psychology, and the promotion of diversity across both
demographic and intellectual perspectives. Recent developments in the growth of neuroscience, cognitive science, artificial intelligence,
and the diversification and internationalization of psychology. Portraits of some major figures in the history of psychology, including
psychology’s first Nobel Prize winners. Recent and evolving changes in the practice of psychology, including more emphasis on
"evidence-based practice," prescription privileges, and the emergence of the importance of psychological practice in health care.
Recent changes in the APA, including new divisions and new elected officials and its emerging focus on advocacy. Used independently
or as a supplement with readers, this brief text is intended for undergraduate and graduate courses on the history of psychology. Due to
its brevity and engaging style, the book can be used in introductory courses to introduce students to the field. The enormous index and
substantial glossary make this volume a useful desk reference for psychology and related disciplines.
A Brief History of Earth Feb 01 2020 Harvard’s acclaimed geologist “charts Earth’s history in accessible style” (AP) “A sublime
chronicle of our planet." –Booklist, STARRED review How well do you know the ground beneath your feet? Odds are, where you’re
standing was once cooking under a roiling sea of lava, crushed by a towering sheet of ice, rocked by a nearby meteor strike, or perhaps
choked by poison gases, drowned beneath ocean, perched atop a mountain range, or roamed by fearsome monsters. Probably most or
even all of the above. The story of our home planet and the organisms spread across its surface is far more spectacular than any
Hollywood blockbuster, filled with enough plot twists to rival a bestselling thriller. But only recently have we begun to piece together the
whole mystery into a coherent narrative. Drawing on his decades of field research and up-to-the-minute understanding of the latest
science, renowned geologist Andrew H. Knoll delivers a rigorous yet accessible biography of Earth, charting our home planet's epic 4.6
billion-year story. Placing twenty first-century climate change in deep context, A Brief History of Earth is an indispensable look at
where we’ve been and where we’re going. Features original illustrations depicting Earth history and nearly 50 figures (maps, tables,
photographs, graphs).
A Brief History of Archaeology Nov 11 2020 A Brief History of Archaeology details early digs and covers the development of
archaeology as a multidisciplinary science, the modernization of meticulous excavation methods during the twentieth century, and the
important discoveries that led to new ideas about the evolution of human societies. Spanning more than two thousand years of history,
this short account of the discipline of archaeology tells of spectacular discoveries and the colorful lives of the archaeologists who made
them, as well as of changing theories and current debates in the field. Early research at Stonehenge in Britain, burial mound
excavations, and the exploration of Herculaneum and Pompeii culminate in the nineteenth-century debates over human antiquity and
the theory of evolution. The book then moves on to the discovery of the world’s pre-industrial civilizations in Egypt, Mesopotamia, and
Central America; the excavations at Troy and Mycenae; the Royal Burials at Ur, Iraq; and the dramatic finding of the pharaoh
Tutankhamun in 1922. The book concludes by considering recent sensational discoveries and exploring the debates over processual and
post-processual theory that have intrigued archaeologists in the early twenty-first century. The third edition updates this respected
introduction to one of the science’s most fascinating disciplines. A Brief History of Archaeology is a vivid narrative that will engage
readers who are new to the discipline, drawing on the authors’ extensive experience in the field and classroom.
A Brief History of Underpants Apr 04 2020 A Brief History of Underpants explores the history of underwear with zany facts and
illustrations. The cover features an interactive reveal wheel that turns to show underwear through the ages.
The Book of the Year Jul 28 2019 An engaging, entertaining reference to modern holidays explains the origins of Santa Claus, the
Easter Bunny, witches, and St. Valentine's Day as it discusses holiday traditions, celebrations, customs, and more.
A Brief History of Tea Jan 26 2022 When tea began to be imported into the West from China in the 17th century, its high price and
heavy taxes made it an immediate target for smuggling and dispute at every level, culminating in international incidents like the
notorious Boston Tea Party. This book investigates the early history of tea.
A Brief History of Comic Book Movies May 06 2020 A Brief History of Comic Book Movies traces the meteoric rise of the hybrid art

form of the comic book film. These films trace their origins back to the early 1940s, when the first Batman and Superman serials were
made. The serials, and later television shows in the 1950s and 60s, were for the most part designed for children. But today, with the
continuing rise of Comic-Con, they seem to be more a part of the mainstream than ever, appealing to adults as well as younger fans.
This book examines comic book movies from the past and present, exploring how these films shaped American culture from the postWorld War II era to the present day, and how they adapted to the changing tastes and mores of succeeding generations.
Mulcaster's Elementarie Feb 24 2022
A Brief History of the Netherlands Mar 28 2022 Presents a comprehensive history of the Netherlands from prehistoric settlement
through the twenty-first century.
A Brief History of France Dec 25 2021 When we think of France, we tend think of fine food and wine, the elegant boulevards of Paris
or the chic beaches of St Tropez. Yet, as the largest country in Europe, France is home to extraordinary diversity. The idea of
'Frenchness' emerged through 2,000 years of history and it is this riveting story, from the Roman conquest of Gaul to the present day,
that Cecil Jenkins tells: of the forging of this great nation through its significant people and events and and its fascinating culture. As
he unfolds this narrative, Jenkins shows why the French began to see themselves as so different from the rest of Europe, but also why,
today, the French face the same problems with regard to identity as so many other European nations.
A Brief History of the Vikings Dec 13 2020 An accessible account of Viking warrior culture between the eighth and eleventh centuries
considers mysteries about their identities and descendants, sharing biographical sketches of such figures as Erik Bloodaxe and Lief the
Lucky while drawing on new research in the fields of ritual magic, genetic profiling, and climatology. Original.
A Brief History of Time Aug 28 2019 An anniversary edition of a now-classic survey of the origin and nature of the universe features a
new introduction by the author and a new chapter on the possibility of time travel and "wormholes" in space
A Brief History of Cryptology and Cryptographic Algorithms May 30 2022 The science of cryptology is made up of two halves.
Cryptography is the study of how to create secure systems for communications. Cryptanalysis is the study of how to break those systems.
The conflict between these two halves of cryptology is the story of secret writing. For over 2,000 years, the desire to communicate
securely and secretly has resulted in the creation of numerous and increasingly complicated systems to protect one's messages. Yet for
every system there is a cryptanalyst creating a new technique to break that system. With the advent of computers the cryptographer
seems to finally have the upper hand. New mathematically based cryptographic algorithms that use computers for encryption and
decryption are so secure that brute-force techniques seem to be the only way to break them – so far. This work traces the history of the
conflict between cryptographer and cryptanalyst, explores in some depth the algorithms created to protect messages, and suggests where
the field is going in the future.
A Brief History of Ancient Greece Sep 09 2020 Revised and updated throughout, the fourth edition of Brief History of Ancient Greece
presents the political, social, cultural, and economic history and civilization of ancient Greece in all its complexity and variety. Written
by leading authorities on the classical world, this captivatingstudy covers the entire period from the Bronze Age through the Hellenistic
Era, while integrating the most recent research in archaeology, comparative anthropology, and social history.
A Brief History of Modern Psychology Oct 30 2019 A Brief History of Modern Psychology offers a concise account of the evolution of
this dynamic field—from early pioneers of psychological theory to cutting-edge contemporary applications. In this revised third edition,
leading scholar Ludy Benjamin surveys the significant figures, concepts, and schools of thought that have shaped modern psychology.
Engaging and accessible narrative provides readers historical and disciplinary context to modern psychology and encourages further
investigation of the topics and individuals presented. This book provides a solid foundational knowledge of psychology’s past, covering
essential areas including prescientific psychology, physiology and psychophysics, early schools of German and American psychology,
and the origins of applied psychology, behaviorism, and psychoanalysis. Exploration of 20th century and contemporary developments,
including the emergence of clinical and cognitive psychology, ensures a complete overview of the field. The author integrates
biographical information on widely recognized innovators such as Carl Jung, Wilhelm Wundt, and B.F. Skinner with lesser known
figures including E.B. Titchener, Mary Calkins, and Leta Hollingworth. This personalistic approach to history allows readers to
understand the theories, research, and practices of the individuals who laid the foundation to modern psychology.
A Brief History of the Mediterranean Oct 11 2020 A wonderfully concise and readable, yet comprehensive, history of the
Mediterranean Sea, the perfect companion for any visitor -- or indeed, anyone compelled to stay at home. 'The grand object of
travelling is to see the shores of the Mediterranean.' Samuel Johnson, 1776 The Mediterranean has always been a leading stage for
world history; it is also visited each year by tens of millions of tourists, both local and international. Jeremy Black provides an account
in which the experience of travel is foremost: travel for tourism, for trade, for war, for migration, for culture, or, as so often, for a
variety of reasons. Travellers have always had a variety of goals and situations, from rulers to slaves, merchants to pirates, and Black
covers them all, from Phoenicians travelling for trade to the modern tourist sailing for pleasure and cruising in great comfort.
Throughout the book the emphasis is on the sea, on coastal regions and on port cities visited by cruise liners - Athens, Barcelona,
Naples, Palermo. But it also looks beyond, notably to the other waters that flow into the Mediterranean - the Black Sea, the Atlantic, the
Red Sea and rivers, from the Ebro and Rhone to the Nile. Much of western Eurasia and northern Africa played, and continues to play,
a role, directly or indirectly, in the fate of the Mediterranean. At times, that can make the history of the sea an account of conflict after
conflict, but it is necessary to understand these wars in order to grasp the changing boundaries of the Mediterranean states, societies
and religions, the buildings that have been left, and the peoples' cultures, senses of identity and histories. Black explores the centrality
of the Mediterranean to the Western experience of travel, beginning in antiquity with the Phoenicians, Minoans and Greeks. He shows
how the Roman Empire united the sea, and how it was later divided by Christianity and Islam. He tells the story of the rise and fall of
the maritime empires of Pisa, Genoa and Venice, describes how galley warfare evolved and how the Mediterranean fired the
imagination of Shakespeare, among many artists. From the Renaissance and Baroque to the seventeenth-century beginnings of English
tourism - to the Aegean, Sicily and other destinations - Black examines the culture of the Mediterraean. He shows how English naval

power grew, culminating in Nelson's famous victory over the French in the Battle of the Nile and the establishment of Gibraltar,
Minorca and Malta as naval bases. Black explains the retreat of Islam in north Africa, describes the age of steam navigation and looks
at how and why the British occupied Cyprus, Egypt and the Ionian Islands. He looks at the impact of the Suez Canal as a new sea route
to India and how the Riviera became Europe's playground. He shows how the Mediterranean has been central to two World Wars, the
Cold War and ongoing conflicts in the Middle East. With its focus always on the Sea, the book looks at the fate of port cities particularly
- Alexandria, Salonika and Naples.
A Brief History of the Late Ottoman Empire Sep 21 2021 At the turn of the 19th century, the Ottoman Empire straddled three
continents and encompassed extraordinary ethnic and cultural diversity among the millions of people living within its borders. This text
provides a concise history of the late empire between 1789 and 1918, turbulent years marked by incredible social change.
A Brief History of Drugs Jan 02 2020 A clear-eyed look at the instrumental role drugs have played in our cultural, social, and spiritual
development. • First American publication of the surprising European bestseller. • Examines everything from the ancient use of ergot
and datura to the modern phenomenon of "designer" drugs such as Ecstasy and crack cocaine. From remotest antiquity to the present
era of designer drugs and interdiction, drugs have played a prominent role in the cultural, spiritual, and social development of
civilizations. Antonio Escohotado demonstrates how the history of drugs illuminates the history of humanity as he explores the long
relationship between mankind and mind-altering substances. Hemp, for example, has been used in India since time immemorial to
stimulate mental agility and sexual prowess. Aristotle's disciple Theophrastus testifies to the use of datura by the ancient Greeks and
further evidence links the rites at Eleusis to the ingestion of a hallucinogen. Similar examples can be found in cultures as diverse as the
Celts, the ancient Egyptians, the Aztecs, and other indigenous peoples around the world. Professor Escohotado also looks at the presentday differences that exist between the more drug-tolerant societies like Holland and Switzerland and countries advocating complete
repression of these substances. The author provides a comprehensive analysis of the enormous social costs of the drug war that is
coming under increasing fire from all levels of society. Professor Escohotado's work demonstrates that drugs have always existed and
been used by societies throughout the world and the contribution they have made to humanity's development has been enormous. The
choice we face today is to teach people how to use them correctly or to continue to indiscriminately demonize them. "Just say no," the
author says, is not an option. Just say "know" is. Antonio Escohotado is a professor of philosophy and social science methodology at
the National University of Distance Education in Madrid, Spain. He travels widely, offering lectures and seminars on the subject of
drugs and history.
Sapiens Apr 28 2022 New York Times Bestseller A Summer Reading Pick for President Barack Obama, Bill Gates, and Mark
Zuckerberg From a renowned historian comes a groundbreaking narrative of humanity’s creation and evolution—a #1 international
bestseller—that explores the ways in which biology and history have defined us and enhanced our understanding of what it means to be
“human.” One hundred thousand years ago, at least six different species of humans inhabited Earth. Yet today there is only one—homo
sapiens. What happened to the others? And what may happen to us? Most books about the history of humanity pursue either a
historical or a biological approach, but Dr. Yuval Noah Harari breaks the mold with this highly original book that begins about 70,000
years ago with the appearance of modern cognition. From examining the role evolving humans have played in the global ecosystem to
charting the rise of empires, Sapiens integrates history and science to reconsider accepted narratives, connect past developments with
contemporary concerns, and examine specific events within the context of larger ideas. Dr. Harari also compels us to look ahead,
because over the last few decades humans have begun to bend laws of natural selection that have governed life for the past four billion
years. We are acquiring the ability to design not only the world around us, but also ourselves. Where is this leading us, and what do we
want to become? Featuring 27 photographs, 6 maps, and 25 illustrations/diagrams, this provocative and insightful work is sure to spark
debate and is essential reading for aficionados of Jared Diamond, James Gleick, Matt Ridley, Robert Wright, and Sharon Moalem.
Brief History of Timekeeping May 18 2021 ‘Entertaining and engrossing’ Sean Carroll Press the snooze button on your alarm once
too often and you soon remember the importance of good timekeeping. That need to tell the time connects you to over five thousand
years of human history, from the first solstice markers at Newgrange to quartz crystal oscillating in your watch today. Science
underpins time: measuring the movement of Sun, Earth and Moon, and unlocking the mysteries of quantum mechanics and relativity
theory – the key to ultra-precise atomic clocks. Yet time is also socially decided: the Gregorian calendar we use today came out of
fraught politics, while the ancient Maya used sophisticated astronomical observations to produce a calendar system unlike any other. In
his quirky and accessible style, Chad Orzel reveals the wondrous physics that makes time something we can set, measure and know.
A Very Brief History of Eternity Jun 18 2021 From the author of Waiting for Snow in Havana, a brilliant cultural history of the idea of
eternity What is eternity? Is it anything other than a purely abstract concept, totally unrelated to our lives? A mere hope? A frightfully
uncertain horizon? Or is it a certainty, shared by priest and scientist alike, and an essential element in all human relations? In A Very
Brief History of Eternity, Carlos Eire, the historian and National Book Award–winning author of Waiting for Snow in Havana, has
written a brilliant history of eternity in Western culture. Tracing the idea from ancient times to the present, Eire examines the rise and
fall of five different conceptions of eternity, exploring how they developed and how they have helped shape individual and collective selfunderstanding. A book about lived beliefs and their relationship to social and political realities, A Very Brief History of Eternity is also
about unbelief, and the tangled and often rancorous relation between faith and reason. Its subject is the largest subject of all, one that
has taxed minds great and small for centuries, and will forever be of human interest, intellectually, spiritually, and viscerally.
A Brief History of Happiness Apr 16 2021 In this brief history, philosopher Nicholas White reviews 2,500 years of philosophical
thought about happiness. Addresses key questions such as: What is happiness? Should happiness play such a dominant role in our
lives? How can we deal with conflicts between the various things that make us happy? Considers the ways in which major thinkers from
antiquity to the modern day have treated happiness: from Plato’s notion of the harmony of the soul, through to Nietzsche’s
championing of conflict over harmony. Relates questions about happiness to ethics and to practical philosophy.
A Brief History of Price Nov 23 2021 This book is an attempt to explain to the layperson what contemporary economics is about. It

starts on the assumption that most economics is just refined common sense and clearly explains the key ideas associated with each
issue. All the main topics of academic economics are considered: the theory of individual choice, the labour market, the competition
between firms, international trade, economic growth, the stock market, unemployment, and money. The general principles are sketched
first without maths or diagrams, and then discussed in the context of topical problems such as the collapse of communism in Eastern
Europe, the lack of development in the third-world countries, the contrast between market forces and the protection of the environment,
showing how economics is not necessarily a dry academic pursuit.
A Brief History of Mexico Mar 16 2021 An introduction to the history of Mexico covers such topics as indigenous peoples, the
environment, the North American Free Trade Agreement, and current law enforcement efforts against the drug cartels.
Homo Deus Jun 06 2020 Yuval Noah Harari, author of the critically-acclaimed New York Times bestseller and international
phenomenon Sapiens, returns with an equally original, compelling, and provocative book, turning his focus toward humanity’s future,
and our quest to upgrade humans into gods. Over the past century humankind has managed to do the impossible and rein in famine,
plague, and war. This may seem hard to accept, but, as Harari explains in his trademark style—thorough, yet riveting—famine, plague
and war have been transformed from incomprehensible and uncontrollable forces of nature into manageable challenges. For the first
time ever, more people die from eating too much than from eating too little; more people die from old age than from infectious diseases;
and more people commit suicide than are killed by soldiers, terrorists and criminals put together. The average American is a thousand
times more likely to die from binging at McDonalds than from being blown up by Al Qaeda. What then will replace famine, plague, and
war at the top of the human agenda? As the self-made gods of planet earth, what destinies will we set ourselves, and which quests will
we undertake? Homo Deus explores the projects, dreams and nightmares that will shape the twenty-first century—from overcoming
death to creating artificial life. It asks the fundamental questions: Where do we go from here? And how will we protect this fragile
world from our own destructive powers? This is the next stage of evolution. This is Homo Deus. With the same insight and clarity that
made Sapiens an international hit and a New York Times bestseller, Harari maps out our future.
A Brief History of Vice Sep 02 2022 A celebration of the brave, drunken pioneers who built our civilization one seemingly bad decision
at a time, A Brief History of Vice explores a side of the past that mainstream history books prefer to hide. History has never been more
fun—or more intoxicating. Guns, germs, and steel might have transformed us from hunter-gatherers into modern man, but booze, sex,
trash talk, and tripping built our civilization. Cracked editor Robert Evans brings his signature dogged research and lively insight to
uncover the many and magnificent ways vice has influenced history, from the prostitute-turned-empress who scored a major victory for
women’s rights to the beer that helped create—and destroy—South America's first empire. And Evans goes deeper than simply writing
about ancient debauchery; he recreates some of history's most enjoyable (and most painful) vices and includes guides so you can follow
along at home. You’ll learn how to: • Trip like a Greek philosopher. • Rave like your Stone Age ancestors. • Get drunk like a
Sumerian. • Smoke a nose pipe like a pre–Columbian Native American. “Mixing science, humor, and grossly irresponsible selfexperimentation, Evans paints a vivid picture of how bad habits built the world we know and love.”—David Wong, author of John Dies
at the End
A Brief History of Australia Oct 03 2022 Taking a largely chronological approach, A Brief History of Australia looks at social,
cultural, economic, and political trends in the country's long history, all of which have contributed to its unique and complex identity.
Beginning with the peopling of the continent about 60,000 years ago, the volume examines the early history and culture of the
Aboriginals, Australia's indigenous population and the oldest continuously surviving culture in the world. The volume continues with
the first documented sighting of the landmass by a European in the 17th century and the colonial period in the 18th and 19th centuries.
From the Federation of 1901 to the Liberal government of John Howard (1998-2007) and the Labor government of Kevin Rudd
(2007-present), this new book explores Australia's relationship to the British Crown, environmental issues that plague the land, the
rights of marginalized people, and the role of sports. Basic facts, a chronology, a bibliography, and a list of suggested reading make up
the appendixes.
A Brief History of Afghanistan Dec 01 2019 Located along the busy trade routes between Asia and Europe, Afghanistan was for
centuries a place where a diverse set of cultures met and exchanged goods and ideas.
A Brief History of Ireland Feb 12 2021 From the dawn of history to the decline of the Celtic Tiger - how Ireland has been shaped over
the centuries. Ireland has been shaped by many things over the centuries: geography, war, the fight for liberty. A Brief History of
Ireland is the perfect introduction to this exceptional place, its people and its culture. Ireland has been home to successive groups of
settlers - Celts, Vikings, Normans, Anglo-Scots, Huguenots. It has imported huge ideas, none bigger than Christianity which it then reexported to Europe after the fall of the Roman Empire. In the Tudor era it became the first colony of the developing English Empire. Its
fraught and sometimes brutal relationship with England has dominated its modern history. Killeen argues that religion was decisive in
all this: Ireland remained substantially Catholic, setting it at odds with the larger island culturally, religiously and politically. But its
own culture and identity have stayed strong, most obviously in literature with a magnificent tradition of writing from the Book of Kells
to the modern masters: Joyce, Yeats, Beckett and Heaney.
A Brief History of Creation: Science and the Search for the Origin of Life Sep 29 2019 The epic story of the scientists through the ages
who have sought answers to life’s biggest mystery: How did it begin? In this essential and illuminating history of Western science, Bill
Mesler and H. James Cleaves II seek to answer the most crucial question in science: How did life begin? They trace the trials and
triumphs of the iconoclastic scientists who have sought to solve the mystery, from Darwin’s theory of evolution to Crick and Watson’s
unveiling of DNA. This fascinating exploration not only examines the origin-of-life question, but also interrogates the very nature of
scientific discovery and objectivity.
A Brief History of Infinity Jan 14 2021 'Space is big. Really big. You just won't believe how vastly, hugely, mind-bogglingly big it is. I
mean, you may think it's a long way down the street to the chemist, but that's just peanuts to space.' Douglas Adams, Hitch-hiker's
Guide to the Galaxy We human beings have trouble with infinity - yet infinity is a surprisingly human subject. Philosophers and

mathematicians have gone mad contemplating its nature and complexity - yet it is a concept routinely used by schoolchildren. Exploring
the infinite is a journey into paradox. Here is a quantity that turns arithmetic on its head, making it feasible that 1 = 0. Here is a
concept that enables us to cram as many extra guests as we like into an already full hotel. Most bizarrely of all, it is quite easy to show
that there must be something bigger than infinity - when it surely should be the biggest thing that could possibly be. Brian Clegg takes
us on a fascinating tour of that borderland between the extremely large and the ultimate that takes us from Archimedes, counting the
grains of sand that would fill the universe, to the latest theories on the physical reality of the infinite. Full of unexpected delights,
whether St Augustine contemplating the nature of creation, Newton and Leibniz battling over ownership of calculus, or Cantor
struggling to publicise his vision of the transfinite, infinity's fascination is in the way it brings together the everyday and the
extraordinary, prosaic daily life and the esoteric. Whether your interest in infinity is mathematical, philosophical, spiritual or just plain
curious, this accessible book offers a stimulating and entertaining read.
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